Is Your Love Life in Jeopardy?

Learn more about relationships in a fun by playing the game JEOPARDY.

This is not played exactly like the real Jeopardy Game instead we just ask ‘multiple choice’ or ‘true or false’ questions.
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Is Your Love Life in Jeopardy?

We have 5 categories of questions

- Marry, Date, Or Dump
- To Kiss Or Not To Kiss
- Meet The Parents
- Some Are From Mars, Some Are From Venus
- That Someone Special

We have a $10, $20, $30, $40 and $50 question for each category.
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Is Your Love Life in Jeopardy?

Click on this link and it will bring you to an online version of the game using our questions.

https://jeopardylabs.com/play/is-your-love-life-in-jeopardy
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There will be 3 Teams

The people in your breakout room are on your team.

You have 5 minutes to:

1. Say Hello to each other
2. Pick a name for your team
3. Pick a captain or team leader.

Their captains job will be to pick what question to answer.
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